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Good afternoon, my name is Rick Sauer and I’m the Executive Director of the Philadelphia 

Association of Community Development Corporations (PACDC).  Thank you for the opportunity 

to testify.   

 

PACDC would like to acknowledge the hard work of the Kenney Administration and the 

Philadelphia Housing Authority (PHA) in developing this first draft Assessment of Fair Housing 

(AFH) under a very constricted timeline from HUD, and without any additional federal 

resources.  We are encouraged by recent conversations around having a more robust 

community engagement process for both the completion of the AFH, as well as going forward 

as the plan’s goals and strategies are integrated into the City’s Five-Year Consolidated Plan and 

Annual implementation plans. 

 

It is important to use data to quantify housing challenges and disparities as the AFH has done, 

and we strongly support the plans of the City and PHA to continue doing so over the next five 

years to track and analyze conditions.  We must ensure that our strategies are working to 

improve quality of life and opportunities for Philadelphians, and data helps us measure our 

results.  

 

We also note the importance of the AFH as a first step in developing a more comprehensive, 

ambitious Strategic Housing Plan.  As you know, legislation passed by City Council and approved 

by the voters requires that DHCD develop the Strategic Housing Plan as a way to create a 

strategy to better meet a range of housing needs, including for affordable homes, addressing 

homelessness, and ensuring adequate market rate development.  While the purpose of the AFH  
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is to addresses specific requirements from HUD, and thus is not the vehicle to develop a 

comprehensive strategy for all of the city’s housing needs, it can be built upon as a foundational 

document for the Strategic Housing Plan.  We look forward to working with the Kenney 

Administration to develop the Strategic Housing Plan in the coming months.     

 

In future versions of the AFH and forthcoming Consolidated Plans, we urge DHCD and PHA to be 

more direct about how its goals and strategies will address racial and ethnic disparities in 

housing, and to create more concrete metrics and milestones for what the agencies aim to 

accomplish.   

 

The AFH acknowledges the very low number of persons of Latino and Asian ethnicity that 

receive public housing benefits, but aside from language access plans, there are no strategies or 

goals articulated in the AFH for how those populations will be given an opportunity to access 

PHA units, vouchers, or other housing assistance.  We encourage PHA and DHCD to develop 

goals, strategies and metrics directly relevant to serving those communities.   

 

Additionally, there are no concrete measurements that tell the public how many people each 

strategy intends to serve.  Without that, it’s hard to know whether these goals and strategies 

represent improved performance over previous years, or how resources are being shifted away 

from one strategy and toward another.  

 

This is particularly relevant to the goals related to new affordable rental production in high and 

low opportunity areas.  While DHCD has provided funding for projects in high opportunity areas 

in the past, such as Connelly House and the John C. Anderson Apartments right here in Center 

City, several strategies in the AFH to create housing in high opportunity areas represent new 

stated goals.  Without more resources, this could result in a significant shift in resources that 

would leave CDCs and other developers with fewer resources for their work to improve lower 

opportunity neighborhoods, which is also a stated goal in the plan.   

 

While we fully support creating new housing for low-income Philadelphians in high opportunity 

areas, it must be in addition to, and not a replacement of, the investments needed in struggling 

neighborhoods and their residents.  Investing in quality, affordable housing opportunities is a  
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critical component of a comprehensive strategy to redeveloping low opportunity areas for not 

just the residents of the new units, but for everyone that lives in the community.  Concrete 

goals for the number of units to be produced and households to be served by all of the 

strategies would help us better understand DHCD’s plans to balance these important dual 

goals. 

 

While PACDC supports the goal of producing more mixed-income, mixed-use rental housing 

developments in lower opportunity neighborhoods as consistent with goal #16, not all of our 

most disinvested neighborhoods are ready to support commercial businesses or attract a 

mixed-income community.  And not all affordable homes should contain commercial space, 

particularly if located in an area that is zoned entirely residential.  We hope those 

neighborhoods that need the most investment do not get ignored in our efforts to address 

housing disparities.  It should be our goal that every neighborhood in Philadelphia becomes a 

high opportunity area, and we need more—not less—investment in those places.    

 

PACDC is glad to see DHCD planning to use the Philadelphia Land Bank to acquire land in high 

opportunity areas as stated in goal #13.  In order for this goal to be realized, it will also be 

important that the Kenney Administration withdraw from plans to securitize tax liens, as has 

been proposed.  Tax liens on vacant, privately held properties that have been sold to a third 

party present a huge barrier to the Land Bank’s ability to acquire properties for assemblage and 

redevelopment. DHCD will be unable to implement many of the goals and strategies in the AFH 

related to new affordable production if tax delinquent, privately held vacant properties are 

inaccessible.  

 

We also strongly support the goals to preserve the existing rental housing stock, including LIHTC 

units whose compliance period is expiring, as well as other older subsidized developments.  

These units need investment to remain affordable and to be maintained.  PACDC has been 

active in working groups convened by Council President Clarke to consider ways to advance his 

proposal to eliminate the waiting list for home repair programs as well as create a revolving 

loan fund, and we support the goals in the AFH that move that work forward.    
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We all know that available resources to meet our city’s affordable housing needs have been cut 

dramatically.  Unfortunately, deeper cuts from Washington may be in our future.  We should 

and will fight back against any efforts to reduce funding for CDBG, the HOME program and 

other federal spending on affordable homes and homelessness prevention.  But we also must 

begin to replace these cuts with local revenue.  The Kenney Administration and City Council 

must work together to at least double dedicated funding for the Philadelphia Housing Trust 

Fund.  This would provide meaningful additional resources to serve more families and 

individuals struggling to find or maintain a safe, quality, affordable home. 

 

Finally, we urge PHA and DHCD to resist calls to close waiting lists for critical housing 

programs.  Keeping waiting lists open is a way to continue gathering data on the need for 

housing assistance and home repair, which can help us make policy and budgetary decisions.  It 

holds ourselves accountable to the overwhelming need and demand for more resources.  And 

we could consider creative ways to attack waiting lists in ways that could address the disparities 

noted in the AFH.   

 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.  PACDC and its members look forward to partnering 

with the City to further strengthen the Assessment of Fair Housing plan and working toward its 

effective implementation. 

 


